
 

THE OFFER OF PRINT UNLIMITED 
 

Print Unlimited produces textile prints on demand and enables you to outsource your print production. We 

produce high quality textile prints, from 1 until thousands of meters, with a short delivery time. 

 

Our highly skilled staff consists of people with years of experience in 

textile design and printing and can therefore translate every idea and/or 

project of yours into a print on textile which meets your demand. The input 

can consist of digital data, an original drawing, photo or photo-negative. 

Designs are being processed via a CAD-system. 

 

We use the newest generation of digital printers that are especially 

designed for the direct printing of fabrics. Thus we are able to produce 

extraordinary prints which cannot be achieved by means of standard 

techniques: prints of unique designs, perfect details, big formats in an 

unlimited number of colors. All these prints can be realized on a very 

extensive range of fabrics. 

 

Print Unlimited produces a lot of printed fabrics for the fashion, interior 

and promotion market. We also provide high quality prints to artists, 

design studios and theatre productions. 

We guarantee an excellent color brilliance and a faithful reproduction of 

complex designs, even on delicate fabrics, while the feel of the fabric 

remains the same. The prints will be fixated and remain authentic. The 

printed fabrics can be cleaned following washing instructions.  

 

A great number of fabrics is in stock: cotton, silk, rayon (viscose), linen, 

wool, polyester and polyamide. Furthermore it is possible to print on a 

fabric supplied by the customer. 

 

We can also arrange the sewing of a number of articles for you. 

 

 

TECHNICAL DETAILS  

 
Colorants Reactive dye for natural fibers, acid for polyamide/elasthane and disperse dye for 

polyester fabrics 

 

Width   Maximum width of the fabric – 155cm.     

   Maximum available width for printing – 150cm 

However, most stock fabrics are not that wide, ask width before editing your files 

 

Fabrics  All natural fibers such as silk, cotton, rayon (viscose), 

wool, linen and several polyamide and polyester fabrics 

 

File Format  Tiff-RGB, Tiff-Lab or JPEG 

 

Digital Data  Preferably real size and in a resolution of 180 DPI 

 



Prices  Depends on the number of meters, the quality of the fabric and the choice of materials 

 

Delivery Time You can select the method of shipment yourself ranging from ‘rush’ orders which will 

produced within 5 working days, ‘express’ orders produced in the normal amount of 

time but shipped faster than ‘economy’, which is the cheapest option for shipping.  

 

THE COURSE OF YOUR ORDER 
 

Your own made-to-measure design in these easy steps. Go to our website www.printunlimited.nl/en/ and visit the 

Webshop. 

 

1. Upload a picture 

After you have proceeded to the Webshop, select ‘make your print order now’. In the next screen you can upload 

a file without logging in. If you have an account, you can log in now or choose to do this later in the process. 

Please take into account the following: the image format should be JPG or TIFF, for the best results, send the 

picture in 180 DPI. The image should be no bigger 

than 150 MB.  

After the upload is complete, the image will be 

loaded into a print placement editor. The rules 

indicate the size of the image on fabric in real size. 

The bar named ‘picture quality’ will give you an 

indication of the quality of the current print settings. 

You can enlarge (+)  or decrease (-) the size of your 

image. If you select ‘X’, the image will go back to its 

original size settings. You can then select ‘pieces’, 

which allows you to order the amount of pieces you 

need. If you order 2 pieces, but 3 will fit in the width 

of the fabric, the image editor will add a third piece of 

your print automatically. If you wish to repeat your 

image, please select ‘pattern’. The system will now 

give you multiple options in how you wish to repeat 

your pattern. The system only shows you the first 

meter you wish to order. If you order 5 meters, only 

the first meter can be viewed. You cannot insert the 

amount of meters you want to order until you have 

selected a fabric you wish to print on, which brings 

us to the next step. 

 

2. Select the fabric of your choice 

What is most important is the product for which you need a digital print. It is important to be able to choose from 

an extensive collection of fabrics. The online fabric catalogue allows you to get to know our fabrics well. The 

collection changes regularly based on the wishes of our customers. By selecting ‘Choose your fabric’ enter the 

online fabric catalogue.  Here you will find the following information about each fabric: 

Nr.   : The number of the fabric, which is unique for each quality. 

Fabric    : The name of the fabric 

Composition  : The fibers in this fabric. CO=Cotton, EL=Elasthan, MO=Modal, LI=Linen,        

RY=Rayon, SI=Silk, WO=Wool, PA=Polyamide, PES=Polyester.  

Weight   : Weight of the fabric in grams/m². 

Usable width  : Usable print with of the fabric in centimeters. 

Description  : explanation of the touch, feel and qualities of the fabric. 

Taric Codes  : export number needed by customs to transport fabrics. 

Cleaning instructions : recommended cleaning instructions. 

Applications  : Applications where the fabrics are mostly used for. 

http://www.printunlimited.nl/en/


 

Fabric swatches 

There are two different ways to send you fabric samples. For one, we offer a complete fabric book. The costs for 

this fabric book are €95 ( + €19,95 VAT). With our fabric book you will also receive a coupon of €95. You can turn 

this coupon in when you place a new order of at least €400 with Print Unlimited. 

 The other way is for you to select the fabric swatches from the fabrics you are interested in online in our fabric 

catalogue. In this case, we can send you the separate swatches with a sample print on it. Hence, it is quite 

valuable to send them, so be critical in your selection. 

 

Unprinted fabrics 

We also deliver unprinted finished fabrics in addition to printed material. Create a white file in the size of the 

amount you wish to order white and upload this file into the webshop. You can then order unprinted fabric. 

 

Cleaning instructions 

All printed fabrics are washed before they are shipped. Online you can find cleaning instructions that we 

recommend for each fabric. 

 

Customer fabric 

Is the fabric of your choice not in our collection? You need 50 meters or more? Maybe we can source the fabric of 

your choice at our suppliers, or in most cases, we can also print on fabrics supplied by the customer. What to do? 

Please contact our sales department. We need to know the fiber composition, structure and width of the fabric. It 

has to be delivered to us Prepared for Printing PFP (which is not always the same as Prepared for Dyeing) and 

the base color has to be as white as possible. Send us a sample of your fabric so we can assess the suitability. 

After we have prepared your fabric for digital printing we print test prints in order to assess the print quality. We 

will keep your fabric, ready for printing, in stock. Ask our pretreatment prices if you are interested. Keep in mind 

that during the printing process and finishing, some of your fabric may be lost. You always have to deliver more 

meters of fabric than you want to have printed. 

 

Finish 

On your request we can finish the fabrics with softeners, water repellent or starch. Contact our sales department 

in this case. 

 

3.  Add order to your cart 

Are you happy with the way the image will be 

printed on the fabric? Please select ‘next’. You 

can now check the details of this print including 

design size, kind of print (Piece of 

Pattern/Repeat), selected fabric, amount of 

pieces/meters and price. Make sure you check 

it carefully! Press ‘add to cart’ when it is 

correct. You will now proceed to your order 

summary. Here you can choose to add more 

prints or fabrics to your order, or you can 

proceed to payment. We add up all the meters 

of various designs and colors printed on the same fabric, so we will be able to offer you a lower price per meter. 

 

4. Log in to proceed to payment 

If you have approved the summary, you will proceed to a screen in which you need to select your log-in option. 

Do you already have an account? Then you can simply sign in. When you are a new customer, you can either 

proceed as a guest or choose to register at Print Unlimited. When you select the last option, you will only have to 

enter you data once, and we will keep a clear summary of your orders in your portfolio. This way you can easily 

check the status of your current order or re-order order a desired number of prints/meters of all prints that we 

made for you in the past. 



 

5. Select shipping and payment 

Once you have logged in, you will proceed to a page on which you can see an overview of your order, your 

contact information and your delivery information. Here you must select which type of shipping you wish to use. If 

you would like to know the current delivery times, please check by clicking on ‘Check our delivery times’. After 

you have selected a shipping method, the final price will be stated at the bottom of the page. Please proceed to 

payment and use the method of your preference. Once you have paid, the order will be taken into production 

 

 
 

6. We produce your order and ship the fabrics to the address indicated by you. 

 

After production and quality control the printed fabrics are ready for shipment. Usually, the cargo is not insured 

and the customer is responsible for the risk during transport. If required by you, we can insure your goods. You 

can also arrange shipment yourself and furthermore, we can also deliver your goods to a third party, just insert 

the shipping address during the log-in process. 

 

For how long will the colors remain good? 

 

In the printing process we only use textile colorants. During the after treatment of the fabrics, these colorants will 

be indissolubly linked to the fibers. Then we wash and iron the fabrics. The colors will last for a very long time 

because of these qualitative treatments. Usage, sun and cleaning however causes to wear the fibers and thus 

also the colors. Print Unlimited provides cleaning instructions for the printed fabrics for an optimal treatment. 

 

 

For answers to your questions and for your orders, please contact: 

Print Unlimited B.V. 

Trasweg 8, 5712 BB Someren 

P.O. Box 81, 5710 AB Someren, the Netherlands 

Telephone +31-493-441-222 

Fax  +31-493-4960265 

E-mail  info@printunlimited.nl 

Web  www.printunlimited.nl   
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